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Abstract—The new adventure of online world has helped to 
improve many domains and sectors. Knowledge manage-
ment era which originally related to business sector is now 
required in industry, health, or any institute that needs to 
manage its knowledge. Education is no exception! The ad-
vancement in computers speed and memory, and the growth 
of Internet usage are behind the inspiration of e-learning 
approach. In which the computer is used as a medium to 
deliver and share educational materials and knowledge in-
stead of face-to-face tutoring. This makes education avail-
able to any one, any place, and any time as learner need. 
This paper presents the relationship between knowledge 
management and learning management system (LMS) that 
is used in e-learning paradigms. A detailed description of 
the LMS used at Arab Open University (AOU) is included 
in this paper. We claim that the most common LMS can be 
considered as a knowledge management tool.  

Index Terms—Discussion Forums, e-Learning, Knowledge 
Sharing, Learning Management Systems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The tremendous evolution in information technology 
(IT) and computers has positive effects in many fields, 
especially business, education, and industry. Knowledge 
management (KM) in its origin relates to business sector, 
and represents the “set of systematic disciplined actions 
that an organization can take to obtain the greatest value 
from the knowledge available to it" [1].  

From IT people’s point of view, knowledge manage-
ment means use knowledge by computer; this involves a 
lot of computer branches as: data mining, question an-
swering systems, and natural web interfaces. Townley [2] 
points out that KM is “an emerging area of IT practice that 
developed from the disciplines of computer science, li-
brary information science, organizational psychology, and 
management”. KM concerns with collecting, organizing 
and distributing information in such forms that it can be 
practically used [3]. Ion [4] assures that the development 
in IT domain supports KM through increasing storing fa-
cilities and updating of the information. 

This enlarges the need of knowledge management not 
only in business domain but to be involved in wide areas 
such as: cognitive sciences, organization sciences, infor-
mation sciences, document management, and decision 
support systems.  

At the same time of supporting KM, information tech-
nology widespread, the growth of Internet speed, and us-
age of the internet move learning away from strict formal 
learning types towards more informal and collaborative 
learning and sharing [5]. This open horizon to adopt new 

distance-learning paradigms such as: e-learning, blended 
learning, and open learning. We can view these new 
trends as a tree, where distance learning is the root, and 
other paradigms are the disciplines. Each of which differs 
in its roles and target users but all have a common goal 
that is to enable learning any where any time. Although 
LMS is used in different types of distance learning but it is 
also used also in regular learning including in class teach-
ing. 

Using computers and Internet as knowledge delivery 
and communication media consequently is known as e-
learning approach. In this context, knowledge manage-
ment is defined as "enabling organizational learning and it 
supports activities including knowledge acquisition, gen-
eration, sharing and use" [6]. In order to share knowledge 
and make it available, the educational institutes use differ-
ent technologies in which most of it focus on creation vir-
tual learning environment (VLE) or what is also known as 
learning management system (LMS). VLEs are computer-
based environments that are relatively open systems, al-
lowing interactions and knowledge sharing with other 
participants and instructors and provide access to a wide 
range of resources hosted on the system [7]. 

In this paper, we investigate the claim that learning 
management system is a knowledge management tool 
based on our experience at Arab Open University; AOU. 
Section 2 presents knowledge management definitions. 
The relationship between knowledge management and 
learning in general and e-learning in specific is discussed 
in section 3. Section 4 displays infrastructure of e-learning 
platform used at AOU. Knowledge management against 
learning management system and conclusion are discussed 
in sections 5 and 6 consequently.  

II. KNOWLEDGE & KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 

DEFINITIONS 

"I shall reconsider human knowledge by starting from 
the fact that we can know more than we can tell". [8] 

According to this, knowledge is defined as what we 
know; this involves the mental processes of "comprehen-
sion, understanding and learning that go on in the mind 
and only in the mind, however much they involve interac-
tion with the world outside the mind, and interaction with 
others" [9]. Lee [10] views knowledge as "information 
combined with user's ability and experience that is used to 
solve a problem or to create new knowledge". 

Earlier in the 1950s Polanyi [8] introduced two forms 
of knowledge: explicit and tacit knowledge. Duffy [11] 
presents explicit knowledge as "knowledge that is docu-
mented and public, structured, fixed-content, externalized, 
and conscious". Tacit knowledge is hard to be formalized 
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or represented; it involves "intangible factors embedded in 
personal beliefs, experiences, and values" [12]. Polanyi 
[8] argues that tacit knowledge is derived from experi-
ence, inherited practice and implies values and beliefs. 
According to Nonaka [13] the key to knowledge creation 
lies in the mobilization and conversion of tacit knowledge. 
Nonaka [13] developed his famous model that converts 
tacit knowledge into explicit one, where individuals can 
create new knowledge through combining their tacit 
knowledge with the knowledge of others. This is gener-
ated through reading documents from many sources which 
enable individuals to know what others previously 
learned; and also through discussing meetings, conversa-
tion, and story telling. All of this enables individual to 
exchange their knowledge, and get benefits from others 
experience, and then reformulate all these activities into 
an explicit knowledge.  

From academic perspective, explicit knowledge is 
knowledge that user is aware of and can be formalized and 
delivered such as textbooks, lecture notes, and video 
tapes. While tacit knowledge is hard to be formalized or 
represented, it is something stored in peoples’ mind such 
as: skills developed in class room, in e-learning environ-
ment, and the experience and enhancement professors has 
added to curriculum [4]. 

Because knowledge management is still a new era, 
there are different definitions by different writers from 
different perspectives. KM is a system and managerial 
approach to collecting, processing and organizing enter-
prise-specific knowledge assets [14]. Management implies 
all processes related to knowledge creation, identification, 
and sharing [15].  

KM process is composed of six phases: acquire, create, 
synthesize, share, use to achieve organizational goals, and 
establish an environment conductive to knowledge shar-
ing. Ernst and Young address four phases KM approach: 
knowledge generation, knowledge representation, knowl-
edge codification, and knowledge application.  

This overlaps with many IT disciplines require the IT 
interference. IT people are needed to: write code or mod-
ify an existent one to satisfy new demands; support system 
operations; create metadata to organize knowledge; inter-
act with public to help them using knowledge; and to co-
ordinate and guide the assessment of KM activities [2]. 
The Wikipedia presents that there is a life cycle for 
knowledge "starting with capture or creation, moving on 
to use and reuse with the ultimate goal of enriching an 
organization's capability" [16]. Based on these facts IT 
intrusion is necessary to manage and use knowledge effec-
tively. 

 As a result, using knowledge is not free of charge; 
there are three types of costs associated with knowledge 
use [17]: 
 Availability which concern with getting knowledge 

to users. 
 Accessibility which concern with opening knowledge 

for use. 
 Applicability which concern with using knowledge 

effectively so knowledge is useful and meet user ex-
pectation.  

III. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT & LEARNING 

Regardless of learning paradigm, Knowledge and learn-
ing go hand by hand [18], where knowledge is a state of 
potential for action in a person, organization, or group 
[19], and learning is the process of changing in under-
standing, decision or action. 

According to Antonova and other researchers [20] 
learning is classified into single-loop learning and double-
loop learning. Single-loop learning concerns of “know-
how” in order to solve a specific problem; and double-
loop learning takes care of establishing new paradigms, 
models or perspectives to override the existent ones. In 
any educational institute, the main aim is to share knowl-
edge with all parties by delivering required knowledge to 
participants, provide an easy way for communications 
between these parties, and finally learn from its experi-
ence to develop new applications, abandon obsolete 
knowledge and continue institute progress process.  

We can see a clear relationship between Antonova clas-
sification and Nonaka [13] model, where single-loop 
learning could be considered as "explicit knowledge", and 
double-loop learning is converting tacit knowledge into 
explicit one.  

In general, educational systems are like KM systems, 
both involve the creation of useful knowledge from in-
formation or data found in available resources [21]. 

In the following subsections an introduction to the rela-
tionship of KM with e-learning and LMS is presented 
consequently. 

A. KM & e-Learning 
"Learning using electronic means" [22] summarizes 

what e-learning is all about. Before the Internet, video 
tapes, TV lessons, and CD-Rom were used to deliver edu-
cational contents to participants. Nowadays with the great 
evolution in Internet speed, e-learning has been reshaped 
to use different instructional tools and frameworks that 
enable the communications between different parties in 
educational process, and facilitate educational content 
delivery. e-Learning approach offers education in places 
where it normally does not, extends resources (informa-
tion) where there are few, expands the learning day and 
opens the learning place as it connects people, communi-
ties, and resources to support learning [23]. 

However, students not only learn from educational ma-
terials, but also through interaction with each others. They 
learn something from others questions, from chatting in a 
specific topic, or even by seeing others study hard [24]. 
For this, e-learning tools are classified into: 
 Curriculum tools which support class functions, 

which involve: curriculum design and online quizzes; 
file management authentication and authorization; 
discussion forums, chatting, and emails to provide 
media of communication. 

 Digital library tools that concern with locating re-
sources. 

 Knowledge management tools that help learners 
visually review, capture, or develop knowledge [21]. 

 

e-Learning and KM are symptoms of new management 
style [25]. Morrison [26] stated that both e-learning and 
knowledge management do same thing in different ways. 
e-Learning takes educational material, process those mate-
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rials and redesign it in an efficient easy way to deliver it to 
different parties, while KM delivers raw or less processed 
knowledge. Rao [27] clarifies that both e-learning and KM 
issues converge to cope with new paradigms, promoting 
“doing while learning and learning while doing”. 

B. KM & LMS 
Whenever you hear about e-learning, you will hear 

about virtual learning environment (VLE), learning man-
agement system (LMS), or e-learning platform. All have 
the same meaning and represent the infrastructure used by 
e-learning to deliver and share teaching materials. LMS is 
internet based, software allowing instructors to manage 
material distribution, assignments, communications and 
other aspects of instructions for their courses [28].  

In recent years, the need for learning management sys-
tems to deliver the courses online becomes a significant 
issue and the market of developing e-learning platforms 
has seen a great competition between companies. A lot of 
e-learning platforms products are found as: Blackboard 
[29], Moodle [30], FirstClass [31], Interact [32] and Sakai 
[33]. Some institutes develop their own LMS, others adopt 
an open-source LMS or bought a commercial one. 

The way this LMS presents its knowledge is crucial in 
education process in terms of flexibility, easiness, and 
usefulness. In this respect knowledge could be classified 
into informative and communicative knowledge [34]. In-
formative knowledge is related to teaching modules such 
as module calendar, lecture notes, assignments, etc. While 
communicative knowledge is concerned with facilitating 
communication between different parties as exchange 
opinions in discussion forums, chat rooms, messages be-
tween students-students, student-tutor, tutor-tutor commu-
nication. 

To achieve a success learning outcomes, e-learning 
platform should take care off solving real world problem. 
Each piece of new knowledge must be based on existing 
knowledge and connects with it, so pre requests on previ-
ous knowledge is very crucial 

IV. LEARNING MANAGEMNT SYSTEM USED AT AOU 

Arab Open University was established in 2002 in the 
Arabic region, and adopted the open learning approach. 
An open learning system is defined as "a program offering 
access to individuals without the traditional constraints 
related to location, timetabling, entry qualifications" 
[35].The aim of AOU is to attract large number of stu-
dents who can not attend traditional universities because 
of work, age, financial reasons and other circumstances. 
The "open" terminology in this context means the freedom 
from many restrictions or constraints imposed by regular 
higher education institutions which include the time, space 
and content delivery methods. 

Freed et al. [36] claimed that the "interaction between 
instructors and students and students to students remained 
as the biggest barrier to the success of educational media". 
The amount of interaction plays a great role in course ef-
fectiveness [37]. For this purpose and to reduce the gap 
between distance learning and regular learning, the AOU 
requires student to attend weekly tutorials. Some may 
argue that it is not open in this sense; however the amount 
of attendance is relatively low in comparison with regular 
institutions. For example, 3 hours modules which require 

48 hours attendance in regular universities, is reduced to 
12 hours attendance in the AOU.  

In order to give a better service to students and tutor, to 
facilitate accessing the required material from anywhere, 
and to facilitate the communication between them, an e-
learning plat form is needed. AOU has partnerships with 
the United Kingdom Open University (UKOU) and ac-
cording to that at the beginning the AOU used the 
FirstClass system as a computer mediated communication 
(CMC) tool to achieve a good quality of interaction. The 
FirstClass tool provides emails, chat, newsgroups and 
conferences as possible mediums of communication be-
tween tutors, tutors and their students, and finally between 
students themselves. The most important reason behind 
using FirstClass was the tutor marked assignment (TMA) 
handling services it provided. However, the main servers 
are located in the UKOU which influences the control 
process, causes delays, and totally depends on the support 
in UKOU for batch feeds to the FirstClass system [38]. 

To overcome these problems, AOU use Moodle nowa-
days as an electronic platform. Moodle is an open-source 
learning management system (LMS) used by educational 
institutes, business, and even individual instructors to add 
web technology to their courses. Both students and tutors 
can access the system from anywhere with an Internet 
connection. The Moodle community has been critical in 
the success of the system. With so many global users, 
there is always someone who can answer a question or 
give advice. At the same time, the Moodle developers and 
users work together to ensure quality, add new ,modules 
and features, and suggest new ideas for development [39], 
[40]. Moodle also stacks up well against the feature sets of 
the major commercial systems, e.g., Blackboard and 
WebCT [41]. Moodle provides many learning tools and 
activities such as forums, chats, quizzes, surveys, gather 
and review assignments, and recording grades. 

Moodle has been used in AOU mainly to design a well 
formed e-learning environment which facilitates the inter-
action among all parties in the teaching process, students 
and tutors, and more over to integrate the LMS with the 
student information system (SIS) and the human resource 
system (HRS) [42]. Moreover, to release students from 
being restricted to textual learning contents only, learning 
materials are provided as: textual lecture notes, video lec-
tures by registering lectures using Ms-Producer, and ani-
mation presentation through PowerPoint application.  

A. LMS Architecture of AOU 
Learning management system is composed mainly of 

authoring tool (informative) and activities tool (communi-
cative): 

Authoring tool is mainly concern of the content, and in 
charge to publish any material related to educational 
knowledge such as: 

1. Creating files, 
2. Adding text, 
3. Adding clocks, 
4. Connecting to websites related to the course 
5. Content management 

 

Activities tool is mainly concern about creation interac-
tion mediums such as: 

1. Discussion forums, 
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2. Chat rooms 
3. Quizzes 
4. Messaging system 
5. Submitting home works 
6. Grading 
7. Integrating with WAP technology 

B. LMS Users’ Classification 
Systems’ users could be arranged into 6 categories: ad-

ministrator, creator, editing-tutor, non-editing tutor, stu-
dent, and guest as shown in figure 1 where each one has 
different authorities and roles. 

The administrator has an absolute authority as shown in 
figure 2 to do: 

1. Management of authoring services, this includes: 
o create course categories (each faculty is consid-

ered as a category) 
o create course sub-categories (departments inside 

faculty) 
o create course sections with its students and tutors 
o create course modules (teaching modules, blocks, 

lecture notes.) 
 

2. Management of activity service, this include: 
o add discussion forums 
o add chat rooms 
o add messaging system 
o add any required website link 
o add any activity offline or online for any course 

 

3. Management of general services, this includes: 
o create new user names for new tutors, students 
o add calendar 
o add any news announcement 

Creator could be assigned at category level or course 
level, he is in charge of: 
 Create course sections 
 Add students to each section according to registration 

sheet 
 Assign each section to a specific tutor 
 Adding course materials such as blocks, glossary, 

references 
 Create the essential communication media as discus-

sion forums, chatting, etc. 
 

Editing-tutor can do all creation activities related to the 
course level that he is assigned to such as adding: lecture 
notes, references, assignments, online quizzes, etc.  

Non-Editing tutor can use web site as it without any 
privilege to create new activities. However, he is able to 
insert grades for assignment quizzes, giving feedback to 
students, share in the discussion forums, etc. 

A student can use the course website and: 
 Download files 
 Download assignment and re submit it after solving 
 Doing online quizzes 
 Fill in online questionnaire related to the course or to 

evaluate tutor 
 Of course playing the major role in discussion fo-

rums with other students and with his/her tutor. 

 
Figure 1.  LMS users' classification at AOU 

 
Figure 2.  Administrator roles 

 

A guest can observe the activities going on the site de-
pending on his level as course level or category level but 
he could not do any interaction 

C. The Usefulness of LMS  
The usefulness of the LMS is summarized as follows: 
 Simplicity, easy creation and maintenance of courses 
 Reuse, support of existing content reuse 
 CMC, assignments, test, progress learner involve-

ment 
 Security, secure authentication/authorization 
 Administration, intuitive management features 
 Technical support, active support groups 
 Language, true multi-lingual 
 Affordability, maintenance and annual charges 
 Reducing learning time 
 Increased educational retention 
 Consistency delivery of content through asynchro-

nous, self placed e-learning 
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 Educational knowledge is communicated with good 
e-learning and knowledge management systems. 

 Reducing over all cost associated with tutors salaries, 
meeting rooms' rental, and student travel. 

 On-demand availability of knowledge 
 Reducing stress of limited lecture time, so slow or 

quick learners both will be satisfied 
 

However, there are also some forthcoming problems 
arise from the fact different LMS has different architec-
ture, which implies the following obstacles: 
 Transferring from one LMS to another means re-

creating to same knowledge again which is a waste of 
time and effort, unless it is a SCORM compliant. 

 Sharing information among systems in distributed 
universities is difficult 

 Sharing student's record in case he/she wants to move 
to another university which use another LMS 

 Comparing LMS systems is complicated since they 
use different terminologies to describe the same func-
tionalities. 

 

A future and promoted solution is to develop an inde-
pendent framework which integrates the specification of 
different platform architectures as described in [43]. 

V. LMS VERSUS KM 

This research proposed that: LMS is a KM tool, in or-
der to prove our claim, a comparison between KM and 
AOU-LMS is presented.  

Knowledge sharing is the basis behind knowledge man-
agement innovation and transformation, and this sharing is 
the power of KM [44]. In the same manner, AOU-LMS 
provides sharing in all levels: 

1. Enabling teaching materials to be accessed any where 
any time is a kind of sharing that provides users (stu-
dents) with the required explicit knowledge. 

2. Providing a communication media between students 
and tutors though discussion forums is also a media 
to share experience and ideas which represent the 
tacit knowledge. 

3. Asking users, in this term both professors and stu-
dents, to fill online questionnaire about teaching 
strategy, contents, and all available facilities, is also a 
type of sharing. Where the feedback from those users 
and their experiences construct the basis to develop 
and enhance the LMS with new knowledge method-
ologies, in which the tacit knowledge is converted 
into explicit knowledge as Nonaka [13] suggested. 

4. Send direct message to a specific user via the LMS. 
5. The ability to know who are online and to establish 

chatting with one or more. 
 

Each module in AOU-LMS is sharable through four 
types of discussion forums (Figure 3): 
 News forum is used to announce important dates, 

such as final exams time table, and other news re-
lated to AOU.  

 Course forum, is used by the tutor to send lecture 
notes to all students who are registered in a specific 
module.  

 
Figure 3.  TU170 course (AOU) with its forums 

 The tutor group forum is used as an interacting media 
between tutors and students. Any message send by 
the tutor in the tutor forum could be accessed by all 
students registered in this module with this tutor. At 
the same time, if student send a message to the tutor 
or to another student, this message could be read by 
all.  

 Dialogue forum, is used to add some privacy in stu-
dent/tutor relationship, in which messages in these 
case will be not be accessed by all, only between 
both parties. 

 

The word "manage" means that the "system provides 
administrative functions" [45] such as access control, and 
statistical tools. As overviewed in the previous section, the 
AOU-LMS provides different authorities to users, in addi-
tion to other statistical tools where professors could view 
their students' marks in an Excel sheet that allows them to 
present any statistics they need. 

Mihalca et al., [22] list four aspects that should be con-
sidered in implementing a knowledge management system 
which are:  
 People: knowledge users, knowledge authors, and 

knowledge analyst. In our case its students, profes-
sors, and administrators consequently. For dedicated 
systems, the role of knowledge analyst is not covered 
by the administrator; a specialized content manage-
ment analyst may exist. 

 Culture: create a culture where knowledge sharing is 
the norm. AOU adopts the open learning trend as a 
culture of teaching, where in this culture sharing 
knowledge through LMS is the norm. 

 Content: creating and managing data, information, 
and knowledge. This is achieved through professors 
and administrators of AOU_LMS. 

 Technology: technical infrastructure that enables the 
capture, storage, and delivery of content to those who 
need it, when they need it. The AOU-LMS is the 
technological infrastructure used to access educa-
tional contents any time any where. 

 

Davenport et al., [46] displays four types of perspec-
tives on knowledge management: 
 Creating knowledge repositories that holds knowl-

edge and information in documentary form 
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 Improving knowledge access and transfer, this con-
cern with communication issues and the media in 
which knowledge is accessed and transferred 

 Enhancing knowledge environment by integrating 
knowledge management by other computerized sys-
tem in the organization. 

 Managing knowledge as an asset to organization. 
 

In fact any learning management system is composed of 
three tiers: 
 Knowledge management (Database) tier, which is re-

sponsible to deal with knowledge transaction.  
 Application tier, which represents the server that 

makes knowledge available to users and enforce sys-
tem security. 

 Presentation tier, which is the client web browser that 
makes knowledge accessible to users. 

 

Comparing this 3-tier model of LMS with the above 
KM perspectives, we find out that LMS covers all these 
aspects. In terms of integration AOU-LMS with other 
computerized systems, an in-house enhancement has been 
done to integrate student information system (SIS) within 
LMS. This enables students to do registration online, and 
view their grades (see [43]).  

To guarantee success of a knowledge management sys-
tem, seven factors must be taken into consideration [2]:  

1. Identify KM as priority and encourage participation 
throughout organization.  

2. Train participants how to use it. 
3. Using tacit knowledge without any redundancy by 

using existing data sources first 
4. Meet immediate needs of individuals and units. 
5. Share knowledge 
6. Authorize some people to coordinate overall work 
7. Meet any changes in organization philosophy or 

strategy. 
 

Let us check if these seven points are met within AOU-
LMS: 

1. All professors and students at AOU should use LMS 
as their KM repository. Most assessments are doing 
via LMS. 

2. An induction week is given to all professors before 
the beginning of the term in order to train them to use 
LMS, and any new enhancement within it  

3. All contents and assessments feedback including 
grades are collected from LMS, then it could be 
transformed other systems such as student informa-
tion system. 

4. Using LMS facilitate the student’s individual learn-
ing capabilities, so each student can learn according 
to his perception and speed. 

5. All materials are available to all students enrolled at 
AOU according to their modules and sections. Fur-
thermore, students can share their ideas or problems 
with other students, or their tutor through available 
forums. All of this can be accessed via the Internet 
any where any time.  

6. LMS has many user categories such as administrator, 
course creator, and course author. Each category has 
some privileges as it has been explained in section 
2.4. 

7. Many integrations and enhancements of LMS have 
been done in-house to meet AOU regulations and 
new strategies. This is a continuous work in improv-
ing the LMS.  

 

After all, we believe that AOU-LMS is a knowledge 
management tool. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Recently, there has been a huge interest of different in-
dustries on the new era of knowledge management which 
become a crucial demand in different sectors. The grow-
ing demand on the information technology made huge 
attention to related domains including knowledge man-
agement. On the other side, there was also a huge adven-
ture in the educational domain which has its own revolu-
tion from the online industry. The new trend in educa-
tional institutes moves towards e-learning. This paper pre-
sented the knowledge management from computer indus-
try perspective. Full descriptions of the learning manage-
ment systems have been also presented including the ex-
perience of the Arab Open University of using different 
LMS. We focused on the role of LMS in general and its 
capabilities in the area of knowledge management. We 
hope that this paper contributed new information to fill the 
gap between the knowledge management and e-learning, 
specifically the role of the learning management systems 
as knowledge management tool. 
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